
Foresight beyond 
the cutting edge of 
the research



NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL 
BENCHMARKINFORM

DAILY EXPLANATIONS OF THE RULES FOR PARTICIPATING IN  
THE H2020 FRAMEWORK AND HORIZON EUROPE PROGRAMMES

ANRT is your National Contact Point (NCP), replying to legal ,  
PME and financial questions from EU programme participants.

WEEKLY PRESS REVIEW

Highly popular with our members, ANRT can send it to as many people 
as you like in your company or institution. It features a documented press 
review on all subjects relating to Research & Innovation in France, Europe, 
or on a more international scale, depending on the subject.

MONTHLY DISCUSSION GET-TOGETHERS

•  Leaders from the private sector or research institutions share their vision.

•  Stakeholders present partnership experiences: companies, laboratories 
and funding schemes.

•  Research & Innovation policies in other countries.

BI-MONTHLY ANRT NEWSLETTER, EUROPEAN ANALYSIS  
AND FORECASTING

Features analysis by our experts of the latest news on EU programmes, 
an examination from the perspective of the French Research  
& Innovation system, and points of view.

THREE TIMES A YEAR ANRT THEMATIC EVENTS

Members meet to discuss issues relating to Research & Innovation.

•  MARCH: Construction and organization of research partnerships, Public 
and private stakeholder strategies, skills and resources, diversity of teams 
and approaches, intellectual property, etc.

•  JUNE: Annual review of new uses – Taking an original thematic approach, 
members describe how new technologies impact on processes, R&D, goods 
and services.

•  DECEMBER: Science, innovation and society – How Research and 
Innovation can tackle major challenges now and in the future?



EUROPE, INNOVATION & 
COMPETITIVENESS CLUB 

• EUROPEAN RESEARCH AREA
Created in 1998 to improve the success of 
members responding to EU project calls, 
it has reached its target: 60% of funding 
granted to France involves ANRT members.

The group’s operations include expert 
analysis of the participation rules, exchanges 
between members, and writing up position 
papers directly addressed to leaders of the 
European Commission.

• INNOVATION & COMPETITIVENESS
Every year since 2011, this group has 
published surveys of the economic 
performance of research tax credit for 
French companies based on an international 
comparison resulting from contributions of 
concrete data from each of its members. The 
ANRT’s capacity to gather these sensitive 
data illustrates how much our members 
trust us and each other’s.

• DATA FROM RESEARCH TO BUSINESS
This group was created in 2018 to help 
members benefit from the growth potential 
of open science resulting from the EU 
vision on the three O’s: Open Innovation, 
Open Science, Open to the World. 

SMALL, MEDIUM AND INTERMEDIATE 
COMPANIES CLUB  
INNOVATION & TERRITORIES

Reserved to eponymous companies, these 
meetings aim to help business leaders 
understand public research, EU programmes, 
and the relationship with major companies or 
territories through participant discussions. 

INNOVATION SCHOOL 

ANRT runs courses* to train research and 
innovation professionals from the private 
and public sectors. Sessions focus on the 
organizational, regulatory and financial 
principles of EU programmes, and in 
particular Horizon Europe.

The INNOVATION STUDIO offers action 
training for SMEs putting them in direct 
contact with major public research 
institutions to find solutions through R&D 
without intermediaries. 

* Declaration of training activity registered with the 
Prefect of the Ile-de-France region under No. 117 55 65 98 75

ReSCI, LET’S TALK ABOUT  
MY RESEARCH!

These events have taken place since 2014 
and give Cifre 2 PhD students a chance 
to take the floor. They are chaired by a 
recognised scientific figure with an audience 
comprising professionals, academics, ANRT 
members, Cifre supervisors, and other PhD 
students.

EXCHANGE INTER-SECTORAL FRENCH  
RESEARCH NETWORK

ANNUAL ANRT DINNER
ANRT invites all of its members to this dinner attended 
by a high-level political personality. The event 
demonstrates government interest in ANRT and shows 
the strength of our network.



INFLUENCE

FUTURIS MAJOR  
PLAYERS CLUB 

Along with its role as a 
recognized government contact, 
ANRT’s mission is to represent 
its members collectively.

The club is organized into 
thematic groups, each chaired 
by an established figure. 
Themes and deliverables are 
defined for one year but can 
continue for as long as they 
remain relevant.

The aim is to build up collective, 
cross-cutting intelligence to 
propose concrete orientations, 
recommendations to move 
research forward, demonstrators, 
and innovations, etc.

This think-tank work results 
in white papers, conference-
debates, and meetings with 
ministers or their French and 
European advisers. ANRT is 
particularly appreciated for its 
lack of bias and its capacity 
to express joint opinions that 
are exact, measured, and care 
about progress.

THE POWER OF COLLECTIVE  
INTELLIGENCE

THEMES

•  FRENCH RESEARCH & INNOVATION SYSTEM
ANRT’s historical centre of influence with members 
who challenge public research policies in France. The 
focus is on measures to support research-development 
cooperation involving public and private stakeholders. 

•  DIGITAL APPROACH TO INDUSTRIAL POLICY
Members examine the key role played by RDI infrastructures 
in digital business-to-business “uberization”. The huge 
impact of 5G will thus be a focus in 2019/2020. Value 
creation comes before “core business” digital intermediary 
markets. By working together, industrial companies aim 
to develop common markers for data value chains. 

•  NATIONAL RESEARCH STRATEGY FOR ENERGY (SNRE)
The SNRE identifies research priorities likely to boost 
the energy transition, while maintaining national 
competitiveness. Its private and public sector members 
present the government with the priorities they consider 
necessary to boost research programmes and the 
necessary means.

•  PROSPECT OF A HUMAN PRESENCE ON THE MOON 
This group features actors from within and outside 
the space industry to build up a vision, innovate and 
communicate on the project of developing a long-term 
base camp on the Moon. The transformation of the space 
industry thanks to new technologies opens up fresh 
possibilities and makes human exploration of the Moon 
more feasible. Inter-sectoral mobilization makes it possible 
to develop totally new partnerships and business models. 

•  LEARNING THROUGH PLAY 
ANRT puts together a group devoted to producing 
pedagogical tools, in particular using digital methods, 
to find ways to learn through play and, more generally, 
rethink learning concepts.
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Research & Innovation, key drivers of  
the French economy and its international 
development

Chaired by Thierry Breton, former minister and CEO of Atos 
SE, ANRT gathers private and public research stakeholders. 
Its members currently represent three-quarters of the 
French research effort.

Created in 1953, ANRT is an established player in Research & 
Innovation, in particular through encouraging the academic 
and business worlds to cooperate. Numerous other outfits 
have since emerged to support France’s growth policy 
through Research & Innovation. ANRT’s ambition is to 
capitalize on its history, the relationship of trust that it 
maintains with its members, and the attention paid to it by 
public authorities. Its major asset is a capacity to federate 
public and private stakeholders from all activity sectors 
and all scientific disciplines. ANRT builds up collective 
intelligence for the benefit of its members and to jointly 
influence the organization of Research & Development in 
France and Europe. 

Unique in Europe, ANRT contributes to French 
competitiveness through its missions:

•  Enable all companies to access Research & Innovation

•  Represent, alongside other players, Research & Innovation 
before government bodies

•  Build up collective intelligence for the benefit of all of its 
members

• Foster partnerships

• Deploy the Cifre programme

 
 
On behalf of MESRI, ANRT runs the Cifre doctoral 
training programme, which features over 4,000 active 
partnerships signed with companies of all sizes and from 
all activity sectors.

33, Rue Rennequin • 75017 Paris
+ 33 (0)1 55 35 25 50
com@anrt.asso.fr

www.anrt.asso.fr



•  Belong to the leading French Research and Technology network 
and talk freely in a convivial climate of trust and discretion

•  Gain access to a rare, broad, systemic overview of research  
in France, giving you a fresh angle on your own developments

•  Build and benefit from the collective intelligence of thematic 
groups

•  Have an impact on public policy decisions

•  Regularly meet potential partners from all business sectors  
and scientific fields

•  Discover public and private spheres, drawing inspiration from 
others, practices, knowledge and expertise

•  Present your own strategy to other members

•  Keep up to date with science and technology developments

•  Meet top international personalities

•  Benefit from the expertise of other members on calls  
for EU projects

Become a member: adherent@anrt.asso.fr

of ANRT and:
Become  
a member


